
Safeguarding Newsletter—Spring Term 1 2023 

Dear Parents and Carers  
 
I hope you all had a good Christmas holiday 
 
All staff at Belle Vue have a responsibility to safeguard children but just a reminder to you that we have 
the following designated staff in place with responsibility for safeguarding: 
 
Mrs. C Davies—Designated Safeguarding lead 
Mrs. S Richardson—Deputy Safeguarding lead 
Mrs. A Perrett—Deputy Safeguarding Lead 
Mrs. C Mulligan—Deputy Safeguarding lead 
 
Governor responsible for safeguarding: Mrs. A Potter 
If you have any concerns regarding the safeguarding of a child/children please contact the school 
immediately on 01384 389900 or email info@belle-vue.dudley.sch.uk. During holiday time, please email 
safeguarding concerns to: safeguarding@belle-vue.dudley.sch.uk  
If you suspect a child is in immediate danger please ring 999.  

Operation Encompass is a police and education early information safeguarding partnership enabling 
schools to offer immediate support to children experiencing domestic abuse. 

Operation Encompass ensures that there is a simple telephone call or notification to a school’s trained 
Designated Safeguarding Lead /Officer (known as key Adult) prior to the start of the next school day 
after an incident of police attended domestic abuse where there are children related to either of the 
adult parties involved.  

This sharing of information enables appropriate support to be given, dependent upon the needs and 
wishes of the child. Children are negatively impacted by experiencing domestic abuse and without early 
intervention and support this negative impact can last through a child’s life course.   
 
Domestic abuse can impact upon social, psychological, physical, emotional and behavioural outcomes 
with an often negative impact upon a child’s academic success. Experiencing domestic abuse has been 
identified as an Adverse Childhood Experience.  
 
Operation Encompass aims, by directly connecting police and schools, to secure better 
outcomes for children , to enable schools to better understand the impact living with 
domestic abuse has upon children, to help schools to better understand  a child’s lived 
experience and to therefore be able to support and nurture each child , making a child’s 
day better and giving them a better tomorrow. 



Online Safety 

Children regularly use different websites and apps from their parents, and it can be hard to 
keep up in this ever-changing digital world. But the things that help keep children safe online are often 
similar to the things that keep them safe offline. 

Half of ten-year olds now own their own smartphone (Ofcom 2019) 

70% of 12-15-year olds now have a social media profile, with Snapchat being the most prominent 
platform in this age group (Ofcom 2019) 

Children aged 5-15 now spend over 14 hours a week online, just over two hours a day (Ofcom 2019) 

Internet Safety Advice: Top Tips for Parents 
 

1. Discover the Internet together 
 
Be the one to introduce your child to the internet. For both parent and child, it is an advantage to 
discover the internet together. Try to find websites that are exciting and fun so that together you 
achieve a positive attitude to internet exploration. This could make it easier to share both positive and 
negative experiences in the future. 
 
2. Agree with your child rules for Internet use in your home 
 
Try to reach an agreement with your child on the guidelines which apply to Internet use in your 
household. Here are some tips to get started: 

• Discuss when and for how long it is acceptable for your child to use the Internet 

• Agree how to treat personal information (name, address, telephone, e-mail) 

• Discuss how to behave towards others when gaming, chatting, e-mailing or messaging 

• Agree what type of sites and activities are OK or not OK in our family 
 
Follow the rules yourself! Or at least explain why the rules are different for adults. 
 
3. Encourage your child to be careful when disclosing personal information 
 
A simple rule for younger children should be that the child should not give out their name, phone 
number or photo without your approval. Older children using social networking sites like Facebook 
should be encouraged to be selective about what personal information and photos they post to online 
spaces. Regardless of privacy settings, once material is online you can no longer control who sees it or 
how it is used. 
 
4. Talk about the risks associated with meeting online “friends” in person 
 
Adults should understand that the internet can be a positive meeting place for children, where they can 
get to know other young people and make new friends. However, for safety and to avoid unpleasant 
experiences, it is important that children do not meet strangers they have met online without being 
accompanied by an adult you trust. In any case, the child should always have their parents' approval 
first. In addition, it is also a good idea to have a fail-safe plan in place such as calling them shortly after 
the meeting begins so that they can bail out if they feel uncomfortable. 
 



Internet Safety Advice: Top Tips for Parents continued 
 

5. Teach your child about evaluating information and being critically aware of information found 

online.  

Most children use the internet to improve and develop their knowledge in relation to schoolwork and 

personal interests. Children should be aware that not all information found online is correct, accurate or 

relevant. Show your child how to check information they find by comparing it to alternative sources on 

the same topic. Show them trusted sites they can use to compare information. 

6. Don’t be too critical towards your child’s exploration of 

the Internet 

Children may come across adult material by accident on the 

web. Also, a child may intentionally search for such 

websites; remember that it is natural for children to be 

curious about off-limits material. Try to use this as an 

opening to discuss the content with them, and perhaps 

make rules for this kind of activity. Be realistic in your assessment of how your child uses the internet. 

7. Let your children show you what they like to do online 

To be able to guide your child with regard to Internet use, it is important to understand how children 

use the Internet and know what they like to do online. Let your child show you which websites they like 

visiting and what they do there. 

8. Remember that the positive aspects of the Internet outweigh the negatives. 

 
The Internet is an excellent educational and 
recreational resource for children. Encourage your 
child to make the most of it and explore the internet 
to its full potential. 



 

 
 
 
 
 
 


